
From: KEIRY BENNETT <KEIRYNZ@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, 6 July 2016 3:44 p.m.
To: Chch Plan - Info
Subject: Fw: Significant tree (T858) pin oak

Hi Victoria,

Received another letter dated 29 June about my tree(s)

One of the trees T857 is on my neighbors property at 80 Lake terrace Road, I am not concerned about this one.
T858 is on the boundary between 80 & 80a - on the flat plan belongs to 80a - builder at the time got a concession to put the boundary fence the other side
of it.

I hope that explains the situation.

Regards

Keiry

From: Keiry Bennett <keirynz@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, 28 June 2016 10:30 p.m.
To: info@chchplan.ihp.govt.nz
Subject: Significant tree (T858) pin oak

Hi Victoria,

Thanks for your letter 24 June regarding the significant tree on our property at 80a Lake Terrace Road.

Details . . .
Mr & Mrs. Keiry & Anne Bennett
Property owners

My concerns about this tree have been ongoing for the last decade but keep hitting a brick wall when I want said tree removed or heavily pruned. We are worried about the size of the
tree and the danger it presents to the safety of our house with large branches including dead wood so close to our roof.

We are sti l l waiting to get our driveway repaired after the earthquakes but have been advised by engineers, Fletchers and various contractors that the roots will only crack any new
paving. Our garage floor already had a large crack caused by this tree and drain layers have advised me to take it out because of possible drain damage.

I don't know if your decisions are made remotely but if you saw our gardens you would see we are not tree haters, just realists trying to get on with l ife without unnecessary concerns.

And yes I would like the opportunity to have the panel hear my gripes.

Regards

Keiry Bennett

Sent from my iPad
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